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ABSTRACT

In this report absorber structures with a periodicity in two directions
and a reflection symmetry in two planes are analysed. A useful field theory
for the analysis of these biaxial grids is described. The numerical part of
the analysis is done with the aid of a finite element package: FEMAX3.
Numerical results have been obtained in the far-field zone at normal inci
dence and for lower frequencies. Results are obtained for three absorber
types: tile, wedge and pyramid.

KEY-\VORDS:
Absorber, Finite Element Method, Anechoic chamber, Electromagnetic
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List of symbols

The frequently used symbols and their meaning are listed below, less frequ
ently used symbols are omitted.

a
A
b
B
[B+] , [B-]
d
D
e
E
F S

h
H

J
JS
J
ko
k
k
f.
m

M
n

integer, element of Z
amplitude of an electromagnetic field
integer, element of Z
magnetic flux density
matrices
depth of the elementary cell
electric flux density
expansion function for the electric field
electric field
electromagnetic field
expansion function for the magnetic field
magnetic field
superscript indicating the incident field
unit vectors in the x, y, z direction
symbol indicating imaginary unit
source of scattered field depending on incident field
volume density of field induced electric current
wave number of vacuum
wave vector
unit wave vector
length and width of the elementary aperture cell
integer, element of Z
Maxwell operator
integer, element of Z
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N":';'
ao, fJ(

p
p

r
R
n
s
[T]
T£
v+
v
Yo

(
(
1]

1]

.....
p

w

normalisation factor
integer, element of Z
polarisation vectors of electromagnetic field
point in space (x, y, z)
reflection attenuation
area of elementary aperture cell
superscript indicating the scattered field
transition matrix

translation operator with period £
half space before the aperture
space between aperture and perfectly conducting wall
characteristic wave admittance of vacuum
attenuation coefficient
characteristic exponent
Kronecker symbol
permittivity
=)WJ.L
as subscript: variable indicating polarisation
=jwE + (1

as subscript: variable indicating polarisation
permittivity of vacuum
E - Eo

periodic part of the wave vector
wavelength
permeability
permeability of vacuum

J.L - J.Lo
unit vector normal to a surface segment
characteristic multiplier
characteristic multiplier function
reflection coefficient
conductivity
variable with value + or - (direction of propagation)
variable with value + or - (direction of propagation)
angular frequency
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The determination of the absorption of electromagnetic energy by vari
ous types of absorbers in anechoic chambers at low frequencies (f < 200
11Hz) has become very important. Measurements of electronic equipment
at these low frequencies are necessary in order to analyse their Electro
Magnetic Compatibility (EMC, i.e. the ability of electronic equipment to
function correctly in each other's neighbourhood). The need for EMC at lo
wer frequencies is becoming more and more important, because the amount
of electronic equipment, that is susceptible for as well as emitting electro
magnetic energy at lower frequencies, increases.

The EMC measurements take place in an anechoic chamber. An ane
choic chamber consists of a Faraday cage, of which the walls and the ceiling
are covered with absorbers. The bottom is not covered with absorbers. The
Faraday cage prevents electromagnetic disturbances from the outside world
to disturb the measurements. The absorbers are needed to attenuate the
reflections of the electromagnetic waves emitted by equipment or antennas
under measurement.

Many papers have been published on the subject, they consider the
analysis [20] [22], the measurements [8] [17] [19] [21] and the improvements
[18] of absorbers at lower frequencies.

This is one of the first reports in which the FEM is used to analyse
absorber structures, because recently the first Finite Element Programs for
electromagnetic field computations are introduced. The results presented
in this report demonstrate the usefulness of the FEM as a tool for the
analysis of the electromagnetic behaviour of absorbers.
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1.1 Summary

The scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave against a biaxial periodic
array of absorbers (tiles, wedges or pyramids) mounted on a perfectly con
ducting wall is considered.

The Floquet theorem can be applied to limit the electromagnetic field
calculations to a bounded domain, which will be called the 'elementary
cell'. Using the Floquet harmonic properties of the electromagnetic fields,
a set of partial differential equations relating only the periodic factors of the
electromagnetic fields can be derived. If these partial differential equations
are solved for the elementary cell, the complete scattering problem can be
solved.

The absorber structure has two planes of symmetry. In order to get
simple boundary conditions on the sides of the elementary cell, the reflection
symmetry in these two planes is used to define four field problems.

Two bases of expansion functions and an orthogonality relation between
the expansion functions are derived to expand the incident and scattered
field. The expansion functions are used to relate the incident to the scatte
red field by means of a transition matrix. An expression for the coefficients
of this transition matrix is derived.

The finite element programs FEMAX3 and SEPRAN, used for the com
putations in this report, are superficially described. The partial differential
equations, which can be solved by these programs, limit the numerical com
putations to normal incidence.

The four field problems are reduced to two field problems for the wedge
and one field problem for the tile and pyramid using a limitation to the far
field zone. An expression for the reflection coefficients and the reflection
attenuation, which characterises the quality of an absorber, is derived for
lower frequencies, normal incidence and the far-field zone.

Numerical aspects of the computations are considered and numerical
results for a tile, a wedge and a pyramid are presented. The electromagnetic
behaviour of these absorbers and the differences between them are explained
in a global way.

Finally, some conclusions and observations are made.
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Chapter 2

Scattering configuration

2.1 Introduction

The scattering of a given electromagnetic field by a perfectly conducting
wall covered with absorbers is considered. The determination of the scat
tered field is called a scattering problem [1], [2], [3].

In this chapter the geometrical configuration of the absorber structure,
the electromagnetic fields, the properties of the constitutive parameters and
the continuity relation are defined. Next the total electromagnetic field is
decomposed into incident and scattered fields.

2.2 Geoluetrical configuration

A perfectly conducting wall covered with absorbers is considered, see Fi
gure 2.1. In principle, the absorbers can have any form, but in practice they
mostly have the form of tiles, wedges or pyramids. The absorber configura
tion is periodic in two directions: the structure is biaxial periodic. To solve
the scattering problem an aperture plane is defined in front of the absorber
wall at a distance d from the perfectly conducting plane. An orthogonal
cartesian frame is chosen with the x, y-plane in the aperture. The domain
with z > 0 is denoted as V+, the domain with -d < z < 0 as V-. The
absorbers are placed on a perfectly conducting plane (at z = -d) with their
centres a distance f. apart in both the x and y direction.

A box with dimensions f. X f. X d, which contains one absorber, will be
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Figure 2.1: Scattering configuration

called an elementary cell. The side of this box which lies in the aperture
will be called an elementary aperture cell. The elementary aperture cell has
area R.

2.3 The electromagnetic fields

In the configuration the electromagnetic fields are assumed to be time har
monic with angular frequency w, the complex time dependence in the form
of e jW1 will be omitted. In source-free domains the electromagnetic field sa
tisfies the frequency-domain Maxwell equations [10] (homogeneous Maxwell
equations):

\7 x E + jwB

\7 x H - jwD - J

o
o

(2.1 )

(2.2)

in which E, H, B D and J are vector functions of position. The constitutive
relations are:

D - €E

B f.LH
J uE

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)
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in which €, J.l and (J are scalar functions of position.
The constitutive parameters €, J.l and (J are assumed to be known:

• The medium in V+ is vacuum with permittivity €=€o and permeability

J.l= J.lo·

• The medium in V- consists of dielectric material with the following
properties:

- Periodicity:

J.l(X + no£,y+ n£,z)
€(x +no£,y +n£,z)
(J(x + no£,y + nf,z)

J.l(X, y, z)
€(x,y,z)
(J(x,y,z)

(2.6)

(2.7)
(2.8)

where no and n are integers.

- Reflection symmetry with respect to the x = 0 and y = 0 planes:

J.l( X, - y, z) J.l(x,y,z) (2.9)

€(x,-y,z) €(x,y,z) (2.10)
(J(x,-y,z) (J(x,y,z) (2.11 )

J.l( - X, y, z) J.l(x,y,z) (2.12)

€( -X, y, z) €(x,y,z) (2.13)
(J(-x,y,z) (J(x,y,z) (2.14)

- Rotation symmetry, only for tiles and pyramids:

J.l(X,-y,z)
€(x,-y,z)
(J(x,-y,z)

J.l(y,x,Z)
€(y,x,z)

- (J(y,x,z)

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

• The continuity conditions imposed on the fields are that v x E and
v x H must be continuous through any smooth surface segment, with
v being the unit vector normal to the surface segment.
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In particular, v x E = 0 on a perfectly conducting plane. In the
perfectly conducting wall at z = -d behind the absorbers cr -+ 00,

therefore:

with v = i z •

v X Elz=-d = 0 (2.18)

2.4 Decomposition of the electromagnetic fields

The total electromagnetic field satisfies the boundary condition at z = -d
and Maxwell equations in front of the wall, z > -d. It can be decomposed
in incident and scattered waves: {E,H}={Ei,Hi}+{ES,HS}. Using these
properties it can be written:

. .
\7 X E ' + \7 x ES+ jWflH' + jWflH S

. .
\7 X HI + \7 x H S- (jWf. + cr)E I

- (jWf. + cr)E S

v x Et=_d + v x ESlz=_d

o
o
o

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21 )

The incident plane wave satisfies the homogenous Maxwell equations:

. .
\7 X E ' + jWfloH'. .
\7 X HI - jWf.oE I

o
o

(2.22)

(2.23)

Subtracting 2.22 from 2.19 and 2.23 from 2.20 yields:

in which:

\7 x E S + jWflH S

\7 x H S
- (jWf. + cr)E S

v x ESlz=_d

fl - flo

-jWJ1'Hi

(jWf.' + cr )E'

-v x Eilz=_d

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

Since fl and € are periodic (see section 2.3), fl' and €' are also be periodic.
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Next, the Maxwell operator M, the field F S and the source JS is defined:

M
(

\7x
-(jwe + 0-)
V x Iz=-d

jW/-L )
\7x
o

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31 )

The source JS depends only on the constitutive parameters (e',/-L',o-) and
the incident field. Equations 2.24-2.26 can now be written as:

MF S = JS (2.32)

(e',/-L',o-) vanish in V+, hence JS vanishes there and {ES,HS
} satisfy the

source free Maxwell equations in V+.
It is assumed that M is invertible:

F S = M-1 JS (2.33)

In this chapter the configuration and the electromagnetic fields are defined.
In the following chapters the properties of the configuration and the fields
are used to derive equations, that can be used to analyse the scattering
configuration with the aid of finite element packages.
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Chapter 3

Floquet harmonics and the
Maxwell equations

3.1 Introduction

If a finite element method is to be employed for the calculation of an elec
tromagnetic field in space, these calculations of the fields must be limited
to a bounded domain with appropriate boundary conditions. In this case
the bounded domain is preferably the elementary cell. The limitation can
be achieved by applying the Floquet theorem [12], [11], [4].

The fields written in terms of Floquet harmonics together with the Max
well equations form a new set of partial differential equations, which relates
the periodic factors of the electric and magnetic fields in the elementary cell
and at the boundaries of the elementary cell.

In this chapter first the Floquet theory is introduced, next the Floquet
harmonic properties of the field constituents are discussed. Finally, the new
set of partial differential equations is derived.
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3.2 Floquet theory

Floquet theorem [12]: The solution f(r) of a differential equation with

periodic coefficients is related by a complex factor ef to the solution one full
period away f(r + f):

(3.1 )

A particular solution f(r) of the differential equation is often written in
another form to express the property of equation 3.1:

f (r) = e , r p( r ) (3.2)

In this expression p( r) is periodic with period f, I is called the characteristic
exponent, the exponential function elr is called the characteristic multiplier
function.

Let T f be a translation operator which translates a function over a

period f. T f operating on f( T) yields:

(3.3)

Evaluating the above expression with f( r) given in 3.2:

(3.4)

It is seen from equation 3.4, that elf is the complex factor ef in equa
tion 3.1. This complex factor is called the characteristic multiplier. The

characteristic multiplier is in fact the eigenvalue of T f associated with the
eigenfunction f( r).

If a differential equation has solutions satisfying equation 3.1, it will be
called Floquet harmonic and the solutions Floquet harmonics.
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3.3 Floquet harmonic properties of the inci
dent field

The electric and magnetic component of an incident plane wave can be
written as:

pi e-j(ki . r)

Yo ki x pi e-j(ki
. r)

(3.5)

(3.6)

pi is the polarisation vector, k i is the wave vector with k i . k i = W 2 €oJLo,
ki = k iI Iki I and Yo is the characteristic wave admittance of vacuum (Yo =
V€ol JLa).

Let T~b be a translation operator with the following properties:

(3.7)

in which a and b are integers.

Hence {E i ,Hi} are eigenfunctions of T~b' The eigenvalue is the characte
ristic multiplier eab according to the theory in section 3.2:

(3.9)

This means that the plane wave {Ei ,Hi} is a Floquet harmonic. The cha
racteristic multiplier function is defined as:

(3.10)

The incident plane wave together with €' and JL' constitute JS via equ
ation 2.31:

[

-jwJL' Yo ki x pi e-j(k' . r) 1
JS = (jW€' + u) pi e~j(ki . r)

. pi -j(kl.r)1
-lz X e z=-d

12
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T£b operating on JS yields:

(3.12)

Thus JS is an eigenfunction of T!b' the eigenvalue eab is the same as fo the
incident field.

3.4 Floquet harmonic properties of the fields
in the scattering configuration

In this section the Floquet harmonic properties of the scattered and the
total field are considered. The Maxwell operator M is a differential ope
rator which, working on an electromagnetic field, yields partial differential
equations with periodic coefficients. This means, that the Floquet theory
of section 3.2 can be applied [11]. The Maxwell operator M commutes with

the translation operator T!b:

f. -M f.TabM - Tab (3.13)

If a unique solution of equation 2.32 exists, the total and scattered fields
are Floquet harmonics with the same characteristic multiplier [4]:

with 2.32 : Tf. MFs TfJS (3.14)ab ab

with 3.13 : MTf. F S Tf.JS (3.15)ab ab

with 3.12 : MTf. F S eabJS (3.16)ab

M-1MTf. FS M-1 eab JS (3.17)ab

Tf. FS - eabM-1 JS (3.18)ab

with 2.33 : Tf. F S - eabFs (3.19)ab

13



Thus the scattered field is a Floquet harmonic with the same characteristic
multiplier as the incident field.

Finally the total field is a Floquet harmonic with also the same charac
teristic multiplier:

with equation 3.12 and 3.19:

E - E' + ES

H HI +Hs

(3.20)

(3.21 )

(3.22)

The fields can now be considered in only one elementary cell. If the field
is calculated in this elementary cell, the field in another elementary cell can
be determined by multiplying the field with the characteristic multiplier eab
with appropriate values for a and b.

3.5 Partial differential equations for the pe
riodic factors of the Floquet harmonic
electromagnetic fields

According to equation 3.4 and 3.22 the electric and magnetic field can
be written as the product of a periodic function and the characteristic
multiplier function defined in equation 3.10:

e and h are periodic functions:

E

H

e3

hE

(3.23)

(3.24)

with equation 3.22:

- e

14
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with T!b defined in 3.7 and ~ab defined in 3.9.
Equations 3.23 and 3.24 can be substituted in the homogeneous Maxwell

equations 2.1 and 2.2:

\7 x (e3) + jW/Lh3 = 0

\7 x (h3) - (jW€ + u)e3 = 0

The first term of these equations is considered:

\7 x (e3) - \73 x e + 3\7 x e

\7 X (e3) = (-jk~xe+\7xe)3

in which:

k i _ ( kk~ . ~x )
T - • III

o

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

The partial differential equations 3.27 and 3.28 can now be written as:

where:

\7 x e - jkj- x e + (h 0

\7 x h - jk'T X h - 1]e = 0

( = JW/L

1] = jW€ + u

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

These partial differential equations relate the periodic factors of the electric
and magnetic field.

The electric or magnetic periodic factor can be eliminated to get a
Helmholtz type differential equation for the periodic factors. Using:

h -(-l(\7xe-jk~xe)

e = 1]-I(\7xh-jk~xh)

it can be found that:

\7 x 1]-1\7 x h - \7 X 1]-I(jk~ X h)

-jk~ X 1]-1(\7 X h) + jk~ X (1]-ljk~ X h) + (h - 0

\7 X (-1\7 X e - \7 X (-I(jk~ X e)

- jk~ X (-1 (\7 X e) + jk~ X ((-1jk~ X e) + 1]e - 0

15
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Instead of using the homogeneous Maxwell equations, the partial differen
tial equations 3.38 and 3.39 can be used for calculating the fields in the
elementary cell. In the next chapter some symmetry aspects of these equ
ations and the constitutive parameters are considered.
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Chapter 4

Symmetry decomposition of
the periodic factors of the
total field

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter the scattering problem is reduced to a problem in
only one elementary cell for the periodic factors of the total electromag
netic fields. The reflection symmetries will now be used to obtain simple
boundary conditions on the sides of the elementary cell. The boundary
condition on the bottem of the elementary cell is prescribed in equation
2.18. The boundary conditions of the elementary cell are complete, if the
electric or magnetic field is prescribed in the elementary aperture cell.

The reduction is possible because of the reflection symmetry of the
constitutive parameters in the planes :r: = 0 and y = 0, section 2.3, and
because of some properties of the partial differential equations 3.32 and
3.33 which relate the periodic factors of the electric and magnetic field.

To obtain simple boundary conditions the periodic factors of the total
electric and magnetic field are decomposed into four other periodic factors
for each field.

After the decomposition four problems for fOUf elementary cells, each
of them having simple boundary conditions, have to be solved.

17



4.2 Theory

4.2.1 Symmetry decomposition of the periodic fac
tors

The periodic parts of the electric and magnetic fields e and h in equations
3.23 and 3.24 can be written as the superposition of an "odd" part and an
"even" part, see Figure 4.1.

e lx.y.z)
z ---------7.

I I
I I

I I
I J

e I I
e Ix. y. x) I I

z I I
I I

I I
I I

/ I
I I

I I
e (x, y. z) I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
Ir-Ci----
I e Ix. Y. z)
I z
I
I
I 0
Ie (x. Y. z)
, Y-E------tl7:-:---:-:-"'"'='r-------::'Jt--=e--~

I I e Ix. Y. z)
el I y

e Itx. y. z) I
XI I

I I
I

I I
, I
I I
I I
I I
I I

e (x. Y. z) I
x

o
e Ix. -Yo z)

x

eo (x. -Yo z)
x

e Ix. -Yo z)

--------------------;
e II

e Ix. -Y. z) I I
Z I I

I J
I I

I I

I
I
I

o
e Ix. -Yo z)

z

o
e Ix. -Yo z) e Ix. -Yo z)

Y Y
e

e Ix. -Yo z)
x

II
I I

I I
I I
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Figure 4.1: "Odd" and "even" vector functions

The "odd" periodic electromagnetic field quantities, eodd and h~dd are
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defined as:

e~dd(r) ~[eAx, y, z) - ex(x, -y, z)] (4.1 )

e~dd(r)
1

(4.2)2"[ey(x,y,z) + ey(x,-y,z)]

e~dd(r)
1

(4.3)2"[ez(x,y,z) - ez(x,-y,z)]

h~dd(r)
1

(4.4)2"[h x (x,y,z) + hx(x,-y,z)]

h~dd(r)
1

(4.5)2"[hy(x,y,z) - hy(x,-y,z)]

h~dd(r)
1

(4.6)2"[hz(x,y,z) + hz(x,-y,z)]

The "even" periodic electromagnetic field quantities, eeven and h even

are defined as:

e;ven(r) 1
(4.7)2"[ex(x, y, z) + eAx, -y, z)]

e~ven(r)
1

(4.8)2"[ey(x,y,z) - ey(x,-y,z)]

e~ven(r)
1

(4.9)2"[e)x, y, z) + ez(x, -y, z)]

h;ven (r) ~[hx(x,y,z) - hx(x,-y,z)] (4.10)

h~ven (r)
1

(4.11 )2"[hy(x,y,z) + hy(x,-y,z)]

h~ven(r)
1

(4.12)2"[hz(x,y,z) - hz(x,-y,z)]

The original periodic field quantities can be expressed in terms of these
"odd" and "even" quantities:

e

h

eodd + eeven

hodd + heven
(4.13)

(4.14)

Using the chain rule of differentiation and the fact that the constitutive
parameters are even functions of y, see equations 2.9-2.11, it can be verified
by substitution, that the "odd" and "even" periodic electromagnetic fields
satisfy separately the following equations:
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• the partial differential equations 3.32 and 3.33

• the imposed boundary condition 2.18

4.2.2 Field values in the plane of symmetry

Some of the components of the "odd" and "even" periodic fields vanish in
the plane of symmetry y = O.

If the periodic fields are continuous in the neighbourhood of the plane
of symmetry, inspection of equations 4.1 to 4.6 reveals:

lim[eodd eodd ]
Y-'o x , z

lim[hOdd ]
Y-'O Y

o

o

(4.15)

(4.16)

In fact these results show that an electric wall can be placed in the plane
of symmetry, without changing the" odd" field.

If the fields are continuous in the neighbourhood of the plane of sym
metry, inspection of equations 4.7 to 4.12 reveals:

lim[eeVen]
Y-O Y

limfheven h even ]
0

1. x , z
Y-

o

o
(4.17)

(4.18)

In fact these results show that a magnetic wall can be placed in the plane
of symmetry, without changing the "even" field.

4.3 Boundary conditions on the sides of the
elementary cell

In the configuration two planes of symmetry are present. This means
that the symmetry decomposition of the previous section can be perfor
med twice. In the configuration the planes of symmetry are: x = 0 and
y = 0, this property is reflected in the symmetry equations of the constitu
tive parameters 2.6-2.17.

Each periodic field quantity in the configuration can be written as the
superposition of an "odd" part and an "even" part with respect to the re
flection symmetry in y = 0 and an "odd" part and an "even" part with
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respect to the reflection symmetry in x = O. The resulting four field pro
blems are denoted" 00" "oe" "eo" and" ee" "0" stands for" odd" and" e"" ,
for" even". The first character is used for the reflection symmetry in y = 0,
the second character is used for the reflection symmetry in x = o.

1
4[ex(x, y, z) - ex(x, -y, z)

+ eA-x,y,z) - eA-x,-y,z)]
1
4[e y(x,y,z) + ey(x,-y,z)

ey(-x,y,z) - ey(-x,-y,z)]
1
4[ez(x, y, z) - ez(x, -y, z)

ez(-x,y,z) + ez(-x,-y,z)]

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21 )

with a similar expression for hee .

1
4[eAx, y, z) - ex(x, -y, z)

ex(-x,y,z) + eA-x,-y,z)]
1
4[e y(x,y,z) + ey(x,-y,z)

+ ey(-x,y,z) + ey(-x,-y,z)]
1
'4[e z(x,y,z) - ez(x,-y,z)

+ ez(-x,y,z) - ez(-x,-y,z)]

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

with a similar expression for heo.

1
4[ex(x,y,z) + ex(x,-y,z)

+ eA-x,y,z) + ex(-x,-y,z)]
1
4[e y(x, y, z) - ey(x, -y, z)

ey(-x,y,z) + ey(-x,-y,z)]
1
4[eAx, y, z) + ez(x, -y, z)

eA-x,y,z) - eA-x,-y,z)]
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with a similar expression for hoe.

1
4[ex(x, y, z) + ex(x, -y, z)

ex(-x,y,z) - eA-x,-y,z)]
1
4[ey(x,y,z) - ey(x,-y,z)

+ ey(-x,y,z) - ey(-x,-y,z)]
1

- 4[ez(x,y,z)+e z(x,-y,z)

+ ez(-x,y,z) + ez(-x,-y,z)]

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

wi th a similar expression for h 00.

The original periodic field quantities can be expressed in terms of the
previous defined quantities:

e

h

e OO + e oe + eeo + eee

h OO + hoe + h eo + h ee
(4.31 )

(4.32)

The four field problems have the following boundary conditions:

1. 'odd,odd': an electric wall at y = 0 and an electric wall at x = 0

2. 'odd,even': an electric wall at y = 0 and a magnetic wall at x = 0

3. 'even,odd': a magnetic wall at y = 0 and an electric wall at x = 0

4. 'even,even': a magnetic wall at y = 0 and a magnetic wall at x = 0

From the theory of subsection 4.2.2, we know that an electric wall implies
l/ x e = 0 on that wall and an magnetic wall implies l/ x h = 0 on that
wall.

An elementary cell can be placed in the corner of the origin of the
cartesian reference frame, see Figure 4.2.

For each of the four field problems some of the periodic factors are zero
on the x = 0 side and y = 0 side of the elementary aperture cell. Due to the
periodicity of these periodic factors, the same field components vanish on
the opposite sides of the x- and y-side of the elementary cell. In this way
four different elementary cells can be defined for the four field problems
with different boundary conditions, see Figure 4.3.
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The boundary condition on the bottom of the four different elementary
cells is already prescribed in equation 2.18.

If an electric or magnetic field is prescribed in the elementary aperture
cell using the expansion functions, the boundary condition in this elemen
tary aperture cell can be found. In this case the four field problems can
be solved by a Finite element program, because the boundary conditions
of the elementary cell are complete and because the field relations in the
interior of the elementary cell is known, see equations 3.38 and 3.39.

In the next chapter expansion functions are defined to expand the fields
in the four elementary aperture cells.
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Figure 4.2: Placement of the elementary cell
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Figure 4.3: Four types of elementary cells
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Chapter 5

Expansion functions

5.1 Introduction

In V+ the incident and scattered waves are expanded into two independent
bases of plane waves to solve the scattering problem [6].

In this chapter the expansion functions are introduced and an orthogo
nality relation between them is derived.

5.2 Definition of the expansion functions

The expansion functions are:

(5.1 )

(5.2)

(5.3)
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in which a and b are integers. It is evident that k~b(ki) . k~b(ki) = k6. The
wave vectors have the following property:

(5.4)

(5.5)

The expansion functions associated with the negative root in k~b(ki) . i z

get the superscript -, the expansion functions associated with the positive
root get the superscript +. Therefore the incident wave, which propaga
tes towards the aperture in the negative z-direction, gets the superscript
-. The scattered waves, which propagate away from the aperture in the
positive z-direction, get superscript +.

The unit wave vectors are defined as follows:

± ik± i _ kal>(k)
ab(k) - Ik± i I

ab(k)

The polarisation vectors P~b,T)(ki) of the plane waves have the following

property (\7 . e~b.71(ki) = 0):

(5.6)

Using this relation, two independent polarisation vectors (indicated by the
value of subscript TJ) can be chosen:

1

o

o

1

(5.7)

(5.8)

k~b(ki).iy
-k± I'

ab(k )-lz

The polarisation vectors have the following property:

P- i _ p+ i
-a-b,T)(-k) - ab,T)(+k)
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According to chapter 3 the fields can be factorised in periodic functi
ons and a characteristic multiplier function, which is identical to the cha
racteristic multiplier function of the incident field: 3(ki ), equation 3.10.
Equations 5.1 and 5.2 can now be written as:

P~b,1)(ki) e- j""ab • r e-jzk~b(ki) . i z 3(ki ) (5.10)

Yok~b(ki) x P~b,1)(ki) e-j""ab' r e-J·Zk~b(ki). i z 3(ki)(5.11)

with:
2".a
T

""ab = 2".b (5.12)
T

0

then e- j( ""ab • r) is periodic with f. in both the x- and y-direction.

5.3 Orthogonality between the expansion func
tions

An orthogonality relation between expansion functions is useful, if an ex
pression for the transition matrix, which relates the scattered field to the
incident field, must be found.

The following orthogonality relation between the expansion functions in
an elementary aperture cell (z = 0) will be proved:

j 'r [ r.p i h liJ i ';, i h<.p i ]d din v· e ab,1)(+k) X mn,((-k) - emn,((-k) X ab,1)(+k) X y =

-t!, c c c
N;b,1)( Ua+ m Ub+n 0<,:+';, (5.13)

where:

8x {1 if X = 0
(5.14)oif X =1= 0

8<.p+,p {1 if cp =1= 'ljJ
(5.15)o if cp = 'ljJ
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in which N:b~~( are normalisation constants. The superscripts 'P and 'l/J can
have the values + and -, they are used to indicate whether the expansion
functions represent incident or scattered waves.

The consequences of a choice between incident or scattered waves is
reflected in the last Kronecker symbol of equation 5.13. If the two bases
have the same values for 'P and 'l/J the Kronecker delta yields zero, see
equation 5.15.

Using equations 5.10 and 5.11 in equation 5.13 yields:

LHS Yo i z . [P;b,T)(+ki ) X {k~n(-ki) X p~n,((-ki)}

p~n,((-ki) X {k;b(+ki) X P;b,T)(+k
i )}]

iin e-j(K-ab + K- mn )' r 3(_ki ) 3(+ki ) dxdy (5.16)

using 2(+ki jS(-ki J = 1 (equation 3.10) and Ax(BxC) = (A·C)B-(A·B)C
yields:

(5.19)

(5.18)

LHS y; . [{P'P i pt" i }kA ,;, io l z • ab,r/(+k ). mn,((-k) mn(-k)

{P;b,T)(+kiJ' k~;n(-kiJ}p~~n.((-ki)

{P~~I1,((-ki) . P:b,T)(+ki)}k~b(+ki)

+ {P~'ln,((-ki). k;b(+ki)}P;b,T)(+kiJ]

iin e-j(K-ab + K- mr')· r dxdy (5.17)

If (a =1= -m V b =1= -n) the integral vanishes, because of the harmonic
properties of the integrand.

LHS £2 Yo i z . [{P:b,T)(+ki ) . p~~I1,((-ki)}k~;I1(-kiJ

{P;b,T)(+ki ) . k~;n(-ki)}p~~n,((-ki)

{p';' i pr,: i }kAy i
mn,((-k)' ab,T)(+k) ab(+k)

+ {P~ln,((-kiJ' k;b(+ki)}P:b.T)(+ki)]ba+m bb+n

Substituting -a for m and -b for n yields:

LHS - £2 Yo i z . [{P;b,T)(+ki ) . P~a_b,((-ki)}k~a_b(-ki)

{p IP ki kAt/J ki }p';' ki
ab,T)(+ ). -a-b(-) -a-b.((-)

{pt/J ki pIP ki }kA <;> ki-a-b,((- ). ab,T)(+ ) ab(+ )

{p ljl i kAIP i }P'" i]c C+ -a-b,((-k)' ab(+k) ab,T)(+k) 0a+m 0b+n
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Using equations 5.4 and 5.9 yields:

LHS = £2 Yo [{P;b.f)(+k i ) . P~a_b,((-ki)}

(k~a_b(-ki) - k:b(+ki )) . i z]5a+ m 5b+nb.;+t;.

Hence the normalisation constants are given by:

(5.20)

• If 'P =1= 'l/J:

N~:f)( _2£2 Yo {P~b,f)(+ki) . P=a_b,((-ki)}{k~b(+ki) . i z}(5.21)

These normalisation constants have the following property:

N+- - N-+
ab,f)( - - ab,f)(

• If 'P = 'l/J the normalisation constants vanish:

Nab~( = 0

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.25)

In the next chapter the expansion functions are used to expand the
fields in the elementary aperture cell. The orthogonality relation is used in
the derivation of the transition matrix.
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Chapter 6

Transition matrix

6.1 Introduction

The expansion functions and their properties can be used to relate the
incident and scattered field by means of a transition matrix, [1], [6]. The
calculations necessary for finding the transition matrix are restricted to only
one elementary cell using the Floquet harmonic and symmetry properties
of the structure and the fields.

In this chapter the transition matrix will be derived.

6.2 Transition matrix

The continuity relation in z = 0 can be written as:

1IxE
11 x H

11 x E i + 11 x E S

11 X HI + 11 X H S

(6.1 )

(6.2)

with 11 = i z • \-'lith the expansion functions (equations 5.1 and 5.2) the
continuity relation in case of only one incident plane wave can be written
as:

1IxE

11 X H

L{1I X A~eOO,fj(+ki) + LL1I X A~n,fje~n,fj(+ki)} (6.3)
fj "I n

L {11 X A~hoo,fj(+ki) + L L 11 X A~n,fjh~n,fj(+ki)} (6.4)
fj m n
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The fields are now written as the sum of expansion functions multiplied
with amplitudes A. According to the notation of Chapter 5 the superscript
+ is associated with scattered waves and the superscript - is associated
with incident waves.

In order to obtain a relation between A~ and A~ln,Tj the fields l/ x Elz=o
and l/ x Hlz=o must be eliminated from 6.3 and 6.4. Therefore equations 6.3
and 6.4 will be multiplied with two different bases of expansion functions
to derive the transition matrix.

Scalar multiplication of 6.3 with h~s,,(-ki) and 6.4 with e~8.,(-ki) yields:

l/. [E x h~s,,(-ki)] L{A~l/' [eoO,Tj(+ki ) x h~8,,(-ki)]
Tj

+ L L A~n,Tjl/ . [e~ln,Tj(+ki) x h~s.,(-ki)]} (6.5)
m n

l/' [H x e~s,,(-ki)] L{A~l/' [hoo.Tj(+ki ) x e~s,,(-ki)]
Tj

+ LL A~ln.Tjl/· [h~ln,,)(+ki) x e~s,,(-ki)]} (6.6)
m n

Addition of the previous two equations yields:

l/ . [E x h~s,,(-ki) - e~s,,(-ki) x H] =
L {A~l/ . [eoO,Tj(+ki ) x h~s,,(-ki) - e~s,,(-ki) x hOO,Tj(+ki )]

Tj

+ L L A~n,Tjl/ . [e~ln.Tj(+ki) x h~s,,(-ki) - e~s,,(-ki) x h~ln.Tj(+ki)]} (6.7)
m n

Integration over the elementary aperture cell area and then using the ortho
gonality relation (equation 5.13) yields:

ii'R v . [E x h~s,,(-ki) - e~8,,(-ki) x H]dxdy = L {A~Noo~,}8r88 (6.8)
Tj

The normalisation constants Noo~, are defined in equation 5.22.
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Scalar multiplication of 6.3 with h~s,((_ki ) and 6.4 with e~s.((_ki ) yields:

V· [E x h~s.((-ki)] L{A~v. [eoO,tJ(+ki ) x h~s.((-ki)]
TJ

+ LLA~1n'TJv, [e~1n'TJ(+kil x h~s,((-kil]} (6.9)
m n

L {A~v . [hoO,TJ(+kil x e~s,((-kil]
TJ

+ L L A~n,TJv . [ht,n,TJ(+kil x e;',((-kil]} (6.10)
m n

Addition of the previous two equations yields:

v· [E x h~s,((-ki) - e;s,((-ki) x H) =

L {A~v . [eoO,TJ(+kil x h;s.((-kil - e~s.((-kil X hOO,TJ(+kil]
TJ

+L L A~,n.TJV' [e~1n'TJ(+kil X h~s,((-kil - e~s.((-kil X h~1n'TJ(+ki)]} (6.11)
nl n

Integration over the elementary aperture cell area and then using the ortho
gonality relation (equation 5.13) yields:

iin v . [E x h;s,((-kil - e;s.((-k
i
) x H]dxdy 

L {L L A~n'TJN~~,TJ(8m+r8n+s}
TJ m n

'" AS N+-L -r-s,TJ -r-S,TJ(
TJ

(6.12)

The normalisation constants N"!r--s,TJ( are defined in equation 5.21.
For v x E and v x H the following formal expansion is introduced in

accordance with equations 3.23 and 3.24.

vxE - LApv x epS (6.13)
p

v xH - LApv x hpS (6.14)
p
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The matrices [B+] and [B-] are introduced with entries:

B:S(,p iin II . [ep 3 x h~s,((-ki) - e~s,((-ki) X h p3]dxdy (6.15)

B::a(,p = iin II . [ep 3 x h~s,((-ki) - e~s,((-ki) X hp3]dxdy (6.16)

The characteristic multiplier function in the expansion functions of the to
tal field depends on the wave vector of the incident field 2(+ki), the other
expansion functions in equations 6.15 and 6.16 have the characteristic mul
tiplier function 3(_ki) according to equations 5.10 and 5.11.

Only the periodic factors of the expansion functions are functions of
the x- and y-coordinates, because the the multiplication of the two cha
racteristic multiplier function 2(+ki ) and 2(_ki ) yields 1. Therefore the
integration of equations 6.15 and 6.16 need to be carried out only for the
periodic factors of the expansion functions.

The amplitude matrices [AJ, [Ai] and [AS] have entries Ap , A~ and A~nn.'1

respectively. The normalisation matrices [N i ] and [N S
] have entries:

(6.17)

N S - N+- 8 8-r-s(,mll'1 - mn,'1( m+r n+s

Equations 6.8 and 6.12 can now be written as:

(6.18)

(6.19)

(6.20)

The transition matrix [T] can now be expressed in terms of the previous
defined matrices:

[A] [B+r 1 [N i ] [Ai]

[TJ[A i
]
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in which:

(6.23)

In the next chapters the entries of the transition matrix will be computed
for a few absorber configurations.
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Chapter 7

FEMAX3 and SEPRAN

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter the finite element programs FEMAX3 [16] and SEPRAN
[15] are superficially described. FEMAX3 is a finite element program for
computing three-dimensional frequency-domain electromagnetic fields in
(in)homogeneous (an)isotropic media. It uses the SEPRAN finite-element
package for carrying out a number of tasks. First a description of a com
putation using a finite element is given, next FEMAX3 and SEPRAN are
described.

7.2 Description of a computation using a fi
nite element method

In this report not the finite element method (FEM) itself, but only an
application of this method is considered. Therefore the general procedure
of a computation using a FEM is described, which roughly consists of 5
steps:

1. A problem defined over a finite region V in R3, the elementary cell, is
considered. The elementary cell is divided into tetrahedra (also called
elements), a number of tetrahedra forms a mesh.

2. In each tetrahedron a number of nodal points is selected, in each nodal
point some degrees of freedom are chosen. The degrees of freedom
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are the components of the field, which have to be computed in the
elementary cell.

3. The field to be computed is expanded in a finite dimensioned basis as
linear interpolations on the tetrahedra.

4. The finite element program builds a system of equations for the
unknown expansion coefficients.

5. Using a direct or iterative method the system of equations is solved
and a solution is obtained.

7.3 FEMAX3 and SEPRAN

FEMAX3 approximately solves a system of three coupled second-order par
tial differential equations of the Helmholtz-type, that arise when either the
magnetic or electric field strength is eliminated from the electromagnetic
field equations. In case the magnetic field strength is eliminated, the resul
ting system of partial differential equations in terms of the field strength E
reads:

V' X ,-1 V' x E + ryE = 0 (7.1 )

In case the electric field strength is eliminated from the electromagnetic
field equations, the resulting system of partial differential equations in terms
of the magnetic field strength H reads:

(7.2)

FEMAX3 can be used for computing either the electric or the magnetic
field strength on the boundary and in the interior of the bounded domain,
when the constitutive parameters and some boundary values are specified.
FEMAX3 requires three-dimensional space to be subdivided into tetrahedra
and surfaces to be subdivided into triangles.

For obtaining a solution, either the electric or the magnetic field, in the
interior of each tetrahedron and on the sides, is expanded into linear vec
torial expansion functions. Two different types of expansion functions are
available; they are referred to as 'Cartesian expansion functions' and 'Edge
expansion functions' [14]. The Cartesian expansion functions are used for
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expanding the electric (magnetic) field in electrically (magnetically) homo
geneous parts of the domain of computation.

A field expanded in Cartesian expansion functions has all components
continuous.

Edge expansion functions are more complicated and hence more expen
sive in terms of computation time and storage, they are used for expanding
the electric (magnetic) field in electrically (magnetically) inhomogeneous
parts of the domain of computation. Edge expansion functions have the
following properties [13]: (1) the continuity of the tangential components
of the electric and magnetic field strengths is exactly preserved, (2) the
normal component of the electric and magnetic field strengths are allowed
to jump and (3) the electric and magnetic fluxes are continuous within the
pertaining degree of approximation. The degree of inhomogeneity above
which Edge expansion functions are used is related to the accuracy desired
and to the computation time available, and has to be specified by the user.

After obtaining the solution for the electric (magnetic) field strength,
the magnetic (electric) field strength is obtained by using the suitable Max
well equation.

For the use of FE1IAX3, a main program, some user-written subroutines
and a user-written data file are required. In the user-written sub-routines
the following properties can be specified:

• Material properties at any point of the problem region.

• The tangential part of either the electric field or the magnetic field at
the outer boundary of the finite element region.

User-written data to be read by the user-written subroutines should appear
in the data file. The data for the standard FEMAX3 subroutines and for
SEPRAN is also part of the data file.

For the simulations in this report a direct method for the solution of the
system of equations is used. This means that SEPRAN is used for solving
the system of algebraic equations. The method of solution in the SEPRAN
subroutine SOLVE is a direct method: Gaussian elimination [15].

In the next chapter some limitations of FEMAX and SEPRAN are con
sidered.
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Chapter 8

Simplification of the problem

8.1 Introduction

The analysis of the absorber structures is simplified, because only the low
frequency behaviour (f ~ 200 MHz) of the absorbers is of importance and
because of some limitations of the finite element program.

First the consequences of the limitations of FEMAX3 and SEPRAN are
considered, next the calculations are reduced to a far-field calculation for
low frequencies and normal incidence. With these reductions the expansion
functions for the total field are chosen, and an expression for the reflection
coefficient is derived.

8.2 Limitations of FEMAX3 and SEPRAN

The partial differential equations, which FEMAX3 can solve are 7.1 and 7.2.
The partial differential equations for the absorber configurations are 3.38
and 3.39. Therefore FEMAX3 can only solve the scattering problem for a
incident field consisting of a wave travelling in the direction perpendicular
to the aperture:

k i • 0'Ix -

ki · 0'Iy -

(8.1)

(8.2)

In that case the equations 3.38 and 3.39 reduce to equations 7.1 and 7.2,
which can be solved by FEMAX3.
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The surfaces and the angles between the surfaces of the absorbers must
be modelled in an exact way to approximate the actual absorbers. This
is mostly done by triangulating the dielectrics separately from the rest of
the structure, in our case the elementary cell. However, the available mesh
generator of SEPRAN (BRICK) is not able to triangulate the wedge and
pyramid in an easy way because of the small angles between the surfaces.

A wedge has six angular points and a pyramid has five angular points,
a brick however has eight angular points. If a wedge or a pyramid have
to be modelled by a brick, either some angular points of the brick must
be placed infinitely close together, or more than two angular points of the
brick must be placed on a line causing angles of 180 degrees. In both cases
the triangulated brick contains very oddly shaped tetrahedra, which cannot
be used in the computations.

Therefore the wedge and pyramid in this case do not form separate
meshes, but by dividing the elementary cell in four BRICK-type meshes all
the surfaces of these absorbers coincide the surfaces of the tetrahedra in the
elementary cell. In Figure 8.1 the elementary cell divided in tetrahedra is
shown. \Vedges can be modelled in two orientations as shown in the figure,
pyramids can be modelled by using the intersection of the two orthogonal
orientations of the wedges. In this way the absorbers are modelled in an
exact way.

The number of tetrahedra in a volume necessary for accurate compu
tations depends on the frequency. The number of elements, that can be
used in the calculations is limited by the available computation time and
the memory capacity of the computer. The computation time and the used
memory depend on the efficiency of FEMAX3 as well as SEPRAN. The
available computation time on the IBM 3090 computer at the Philips Re
search Laboratories imposes no limitation for this calculation, however the
available memory capacity is limited. Therefore the maximum frequency
that can be used in the calculations is also limited. From a practical point
of view the calculations in this report are limited to frequencies up to 200
MHz.
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Figure 8.1: The elementary cell divided in tetrahedra
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(8.3)

(8.4)

8.3 Far-field limitations

In case of the elementary cells, three types of waveguides can be considered,
see figure 4.3: a parallel-plate waveguide, a rectangular waveguide with
electric walls and a rectangular waveguide with magnetic walls. The partial
differential equations and boundary conditions of the elementary cells are
the same for the waveguides, because only normal incidence is considered.
Therefore the elementary cells can be considered to be waveguide sections.
In order to determine the far-field zone the attenuation of the different
modes in these waveguides is considered [10].

The transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode in the parallel-plate wa
veguide is not attenuated, since the two plates are perfect conductors. The
electric field of the TEM mode is perpendicular to the two plates.

The transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) modes are
attenuated, they have the same attenuation coefficients:

~1rJ1- (;J 2

when W 2 We

m1r

where Q is the attenuation coefficient, f. is the distance between the two
plates and m is the number of the mode.

\Yaves travelling in the positive z-direetion are attenuated with the fol
lowing factor:

(8.5)

The largest absorber considered has a foot of 30 em by 30 em, this
means that f. is not greater than 30 em. The highest frequency for which the
absorbers are analysed is 200 MHz. The minimum value of the attenuation
constant Q is determined by the first mode and the highest frequency in
the guide. Using equation 8.3 and 8.4:

therefore:

W - 1.26 109
S-1

3.14 109 S-1
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and:

(8.9)

If this first mode propagates only one meter in this waveguide, it is
attenuated with a factor 6.80 10-5

, see equation 8.5. Higher order modes
are attenuated even more.

The rectangular waveguide with only electric walls and the one with only
magnetic walls have the same cut-off frequencies and attenuation constants
for the same TM and TE modes. A TEM mode cannot exist in these
waveguides. The transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE)
modes are attenuated for frequencies below cut-off, they have the same
at tenuation coefficients:

(8.10)

(8.11 )

m and n are the numbers of the mode.
The minimum value of the attenuation constant a is determined by the

first mode (m = 1 and n = 0) and the highest frequency in the guide. Using
equation 8.10 and 8.11:

therefore:

and:

w - 1.26 109 S-1

3.14 109 S-1

(8.12)

(8.13)

(8.14)

(8.15)

For this first mode the attenuation coefficient is the same as for the first
TE or TM mode in the parallel-plane waveguide. If this mode propagates
only one meter in this waveguide, it is attenuated with a factor 6.80 10-5

,

see equation 8.5. Higher order modes are attenuated even more.
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If the aperture is chosen one meter away from the absorber configu
ration, only the TEM mode in the parallel-plate waveguide is important.
The other modes in the parallel-plate waveguide and all modes in the other
two waveguides are too much attenuated to influence the total field. The
aperture is then placed in the far-field zone of the scattering configuration.

Hence the four elementary cells can be limited to only two elementary
cells representing: the parallel-plate waveguide with the plates parallel to
the x-axis and the one with plates parallel to the y-axis.

The observations of the attenuation of the modes in waveguides as done
for general absorber structures are not necessary, if the absorber structure
consists of tiles. In this case the four elementary cells can directly be limited
to two parallel-plate waveguides, because higher order modes cannot appear
for tiles at normal incidence.

It is possible that this limitation is not valid, if the amplitude of the
TEM mode is very small in comparison with the amplitudes of higher order
modes. It can be checked whether the limitation is valid or not: if higher
order modes are dominant, the field in the aperture is not uniform, if the
TEM mode is dominant, the field in the aperture is uniform. If the field
in the aperture is not uniform the aperture plane should be placed at a
greater distance from the absorber configuration.

In all the computations for this report the TEM mode appears to be
dominant, if the aperture plane is placed approximately one meter away
from the absorber configuration.

The incident and scattered waves are split in two polarisations. The
x-polarised wave propagates only in the waveguide with plates parallel to
the y-axis. The y-polarised wave propagates only in the waveguide with
plates parallel to the x-axis.

8.4 The reflection coefficient

The previously considered limitations in the analysis of the scattering pro
blem are:

• only normal incidence is considered

• the fields in the far-field zone are considered

• the low-frequency behaviour of the absorbers is analysed
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Only four waves can propagate (see section 8.3):

• an x-polarised incident TEM wave travelling in the negative z-direction

• an x-polarised scattered TEM wave travelling in the positive z-direction

• a y-polarised incident TEM wave travelling in the negative z-direction

• a y-polarised scattered TEM wave travelling in the positive z-direction

Using equations 5.1 and 5.2 the expansion functions for normal incidence
can now be determined. The incident and scattered field can be expressed
in terms of these expansion functions:

E '

HI

A~eoo,x(+ki)+ A~eOO,y(+ki) = 2: A~eoo,I')(+ki)
I')

A~hoo,x(+ki) + A~hoo,y(+ki) = 2: A~hoo,I')(+ki)
I')

A s + k i +As + k i -'"'AS + k i)xeoo,x(+) yeOO,y(+) - L..J I')eOo,I')(+
I')

A~hto,x(+ki) + A~hto,y(+ki) = 2:A~hto,I')(+ki)
I')

(8.16)

(8.17)

(8.18)

(8.19)

In case of normal incidence the waves travel parallel to the z-axis.
Furthermore the expansion is carried out in the aperture at z = O. Equa
tions 3.10, 5.3, 5.12, 5.7, 5.8, 5.10 and 5.11 reduce to:

(8.20)

(8.21 )

(8.22)

(8.23)

(8.24)
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(8.25)

(8.26)

Equations 8.16-8.19 can now be simplified:

E' A~O)+A~(n (8.27)

HI - YoA~ (~1 ) +YoA~0) (8.28)

ES A~ 0) +A~ (n (8.29)

HS YoA~ (n+ YoA~ ( ~1 ) (8.30)

The total electromagnetic field in the aperture is uniform, because all
propagating waves in the elementary cells are transverse electromagnetic
waves, see also equations 8.27 and 8.30. The orientation of E and H is also
known from these equations. The field in the aperture can be expressed in
terms of the same expansion functions as the incident and scattered fields
in accordance with equations 6.13 and 6.14 (3 = 1):

E

H
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The entries of the matrices [B+] and [B-], equations 6.15 and 6.16, can
be calculated:

BOoc '? = iin v . [e,? x hOO,((-ki) - eOO,((-ki ) x h,?]dxdy (8.35)

The expansion functions in these equations can be simplified in the same
way as equations 8.25 and 8.26 were derived:

Using these equations the entries of the matrices are:

f f
B6ox.x - 11 v· [(A;i x x Yoi y) + (i x x A;Yxiy)]dxdy

(Yo + Yx )f2A;

(8.36)

(8.37)

(8.38)

(8.39)

(8.40)

B6ox,y

f f11 v· [( -A~.i~. x Yoi x) + (i y x A;Yxiy)]dxdy = 0 (8.41)

f f11 v· [(A~iy x Yoiy) - (ix x A~Yyix)]dxdy = 0 (8.42)

f f
B6o!!,y - 11 v· [( -A~iy x Yoix) - (i y x A~Yyix)]dxdy

- (Yo + Yy)f2A~
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B aox.x
f f11 v· [( -A;ix x Yoi y) + (ix x A;.Yxiy)]dxdy

(-Yo + Y~.)f2 A; (8.44)

(8.47)

f f
Baoy,x 11 v· [(A;i x x Yoix) + (iy x A;Yxiy)]dxdy = 0 (8.45)

f f
Baox,y 11 v· [( -A~iy x Yoi y) - (ix x A~Yyix)]dxdy = 0 (8.46)

£. f11 v· [(A~iy x Yoix) - (iy x A~Yyix)]dxdy

(-Yo + Yy)£.2A~

the matrices are:

(8.48)

(8.49)

The amplitude and normalisation matrices, equations 6.17-6.18 must
be calculated:

[A] (~ )
[Ai] (~t )
[AS] (~~ )
[N i

]
( N-+ N-+ )xx yx

N-+ N-+xy yy

with equation 5.22:

[N i
] ( 2f~Yo U~Yo )
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(
N+- N+-)XX yx
N+- N+-xy yy

with equation 5.21:

The transition matrix follows using equation 6.23:

(8.55 )

(8.56)

[T]

(
I 0 )(Yo+Yx)f' A;

(8.57)
0 I

(Y +Y )f' Aeo y y

(
Y(I-YT

Yo~y, )
~ (8.58)

0
~

IT] ( ~t) (8.59)

the reflection coefficients for the two polarisations are introduced:

(~~ ) (~ :,)( ~t ) (8.60)

Yo - Yx (8.61)Px
Yo+ Yx

py
Yo - Yy

(8.62)
Yo + Yy

The same results can be obtained using the transmission line theory [10].
Considering x-polarisation:

(8.63)

these equations represent a standing wave caused by two waves with x
polarisation travelling in opposite direction in the parallel-plane waveguide
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with plates parallel to the y-axis. If z = 0 is substituted the terms to the
right of the equals sign in these equations are identical to the terms of the
;c polarisation of equations 8.27 -8.30.

AS
(8.65)x

Px--.- -AIx

A e A~(l + Px) (8.66)x

-A;Yx YoA~(-1 + Px) (8.67)

finally:

Yo - Yx (8.68)
Px = Yo + Yx

py can be derived in the same way. The reflection coefficients calculated
with the transmission line theory are the same as the reflection coefficients
calculated with theory in this report, see equations 8.61 and 8.68.

If E is chosen in the aperture FEMAX can calculate H in combination
with the partial differential equation for E and boundary conditions of the
elementary cells. After running FEMAX, the admittances Yx or Yy are
known and px or py can be calculated with equations 8.61 and 8.62.

The quality of an absorber is mostly indicated by the reflection attenu
ation R:

-20 log IPxl dB

-20 log Ipyl dB

(8.69)

(8.70)

The reflection attenuation indicates how much power of the incident wave
is reflected.
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Chapter 9

Computations and results

9.1 Introduction

Finally, with the theory of the previous chapters and the finite element
program FEMAX3 three types of the most commonly used absorbers are
analysed: the tile, the wedge and the pyramid.

The tile is used to demonstrate the accuracy of the calculations, because
the reflection coefficient can be calculated analytically without the finite
element program.

In Figure 9.1 an example of an absorber in an elementary cell represen
ting a parallel-plate waveguide section is shown. The boundary conditions
on the sides of the elementary cell are also shown in the figure. The length
of the parallel-plate waveguide section is such that the higher order modes
cannot reach the absorber, because of the attenuation coefficients of these
modes.

Figure 9.1: Elementary cell with absorber
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9.2 Numerical aspects

The numerical aspects of the computations can be split into a number of
items:

• Contrast at boundaries

The absorbers used in the computations are assumed to be homoge
neous. At the surfaces and edges of the absorbers the constitutive
parameters jump from their values in vacuum to values characteri
sing absorber materials. The contrast at the surfaces of absorbers for
which the finite element program must use Edge expansion functions
can be chosen by the user.

• Number of elements

The number of elements in which the elementary cell and the absorber
is divided must be chosen by the user. The field computed in the
aperture (this is also the far-field zone) must be uniform, because the
field of TEM modes in a parallel-plate waveguide is uniform. In the
computations the number of elements are chosen in such way, that
the field in the aperture is indeed uniform.

If the fields cannot be made uniform with an increasing number of
elements, the higher order modes may playa significant role and the
aperture should be chosen further away.

• The computed field

The user can choose, whether the electric or the magnetic field must
be computed with the appropriate partial differential equation. If
a solution for one of the fields is found in every nodal point of the
elementary cell, the other field is computed with the aid of the ap
propriate Maxwell equation.

In subsection 9.3.3 it is indicated by examining the real part of the
Poynting vector, which field component should be computed first.
The order in which the electric and the magnetic field are computed
can influence the numerical results considerably.

• Solving the system of equations by a direct or iterative method
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The direct method is faster than the iterative method, but uses more
memory of the computer. The memory capacity available for the
computations, 186 Mbyte, was enough to use a direct method. The
solution with the direct method does not differ from the solution with
the iterative method. Therefore a direct method for the solution of
the system of equations is used for the computations for this report.

9.3 Results

In Figure 9.2 the analysed absorbers and their dimensions are shown. The
tiles and pyramids have a rotation symmetry, this means that px = py. The
wedges have no rotation symmetry, px =I py.

To examine the way the energy of the incident wave is absorbed or
reflected, plots are made of the real part of the Poynting vector in a cross
section in the middle of the elementary cell. Only the left-hand side of
the cross-sections of the wedge and the pyramid are shown, because the
whole cross-section is symmetrical, see Figure 9.3. Furthermore, the higher
part of the elementary cell is not shown in the cross-sections, because the
Poynting vector does not change in this region. The scales along the sides of
cross-sections are not the same, see Figure 9.4. For example a cross-section
of an elementary cell containing a tile is shown in Figure 9.5.

The real part of the Poynting vector is normalised in such way, that it
represents an energy flow density equal to the energy flow density of the
incident plane wave, if the vectors have the same length as the distance
between to vertically positioned grid points. This means that, there is
an energy flow density equal to that of the incident field if two vertically
oriented vectors, which are located immediately above each other, have no
spacing between each other.

In most plots the real part of the Poynting vector is vertically oriented
in the top two layers of the cross-section. By examining the space between
the vectors in the two top layers, a rough conclusion can be drawn about
the quality of the absorber:

• If there is no space between the vectors the absorber is very good
(most energy is flowing towards the absorber, meaning good absorp
tion)
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• If there is a lot of space between the vectors the absorption is bad
(there exists also an energy flow from the absorber, which reduces the
total energy flow towards the absorbers)

In Figure 9.6 the results for the analysed absorbers are shown. In the
next subsections the three different absorber types are analysed in detail.
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Figure 9.5: Real part of Poynting vector at 70 MHz for an elementary cell
containing a tile
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9.3.1 Tile

The analysed tile has the following constitutive parameters:

I Frequency~ (1 in 81m I
10 MHz 330 330 5 10 I

30 MHz 130 236 5 10 7

50 MHz 62 180 5 10 I

70 MHz 31 140 5 10 I

100 MHz 9.4 105 5 10 /

in which:
I • /I

J.L r = J.Lr - J J.Lr (9.1 )

The data in the table is derived from measurements from 10 MHz to 100
MHz carried out for an existing tile. FEMAX3 is not able to handle a
complex J.L, but after a few changes in the fortran routines of FEMAX3 this
problem was solved.

The reflection coefficient of a tile can be calculated in an exact way,
using the formula of normal incidence on multi-layered media [10] with the
first medium being vacuum, the second medium being the tile and the last
medium being the perfectly conducting plane on which the tile is mounted:

Por

with d the thickness of the tile (8 mm) and:

n r + no

no - ~

n r - If:
'Y - V,....((1-+-;-'w-e-o-er-)-jw-J.L-o(-J.L-~---J-· J.L-~-')
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The results for the reflection attenuation, equation 8.69, calculated with
FEMAX3 can be compared with the 'exact' results of equation 9.2:

I Frequency I FEMAX3 I 'exact' I
10 MHz 7.29 dB 7.33 dB
30 MHz 10.61 dB 10.61 dB
50 MHz 11.04 dB 11.05 dB
70 MHz 11.26 dB 11.25 dB

100 MHz 11.04 dB 11.08 dB

This table shows that the output of FEMAX3 gives a very good ap
proximation of the reflection attenuation. Therefore it is concluded that
FEMAX3 might also be a good tool for analysing the other absorber types.

In Figure 9.6 it can been seen, that the tile is a very good absorber at
low frequencies in comparison with the other absorber types.

9.3.2 Wedge

In Figure 9.6 the reflection attenuation of two wedges with different dimen
sions are shown for the E- and H-polarisation. The absorber consists of
frequency independent material with: J.L = J.Lo, €r = 5 and u = 0.05 S/m.

Instead of using the terms x- and y-polarisation, the terms E- and H
polarisation are used, see Figure 9.7 and Figure 9.2.

E-polarisation means that the polarisation of the electric field is parallel
to the planes of the wedge, H-polarisation means that the polarisation of
the magnetic field is parallel to the planes of the absorber.

At lowerfrequencies the absorption for E-polarisation is better than that
for H-polarisation. At higher frequencies the absorption for H-polarisation
is better. Furthermore, the reflection attenuation for the H-polarisation
shows resonant-like peaks.

The differences between the polarisations can be explained:

• E-polarisation

The electric field is parallel to the planes of the wedge. Therefore the
currents induced in the absorber by the electric field flow parallel to
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the planes of the wedge. This can be seen in the Figures 9.8 and 9.9 in
which the real part of the Poynting vector is directed towards the side
of the wedge from the top to the bottom of the wedge. The coupling
between the currents and the electrical field is strong, because the
direction of the field and the current are the same, causing an optimal
situation for the following relation:

J = uE (9.7)

Currents flowing in absorber material with finite conductivity cause
a loss of energy by heating the absorber material.

• H-polarisation

The magnetic field is parallel to the planes of the wedge. Therefore
the currents induced in the absorber by the electric field can not flow
freely, they are forced by the outer surface of the wedge to flow from
the top to the foot of the wedge. This current distribution can cause
the resonances in the reflection attenuation.

In figure 9.6 it can be concluded for the large wedge, that the re
sonances take place at frequencies for which the absorber length is
approximately a quarter or a half of the free-space wavelength: the
length of the absorber is approximately 1 meter, the quarter wave
resonance at approximately 75 MHz has a wavelength of 4 meters in
free-space, the half wave resonance at approximately 150 MHz has a
wavelength of 2 meters in free-space. For these wavelengths the cur
rent distribution has a minimum value at the top of the wedge and
a maximum (minimum) for the quarter (half) wave resonance at the
foot.

The fact that the currents are forced by the boundaries of the absorber
to flow from the top to the bottom can be concluded from Figures
9.10 and 9.11. The real part of the Poynting vector is directed along
the surface of the wedge towards the bottom, pertaining to a current
and hence an absorption concentration in the foot of the absorber.

If randomly polarised waves are incident on the wedge the E- and H
polarisation effects appear at the same time. The reflection attenuation
in that case might be an average of the reflection attenuation of E- and
H-polarisation.
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In Figure 9.9 the Poynting vector in the top layer is greater than the
Poynting vector of Figure 9.11. According to Figure 9.6, the absorption
of the wedge in Figure 9.11 is greater than the absorption of the wedge in
Figure 9.9. Hence the Poynting vector of Figure 9.11 should be the greatest.
The cause of this problem has not been found, but a fault or an inaccuracy
in the numerical approximation is suspected.

To examine the influence of the shape and length of a wedge, some
computations of the absorption for H-polarisation of wedges with different
lengths, but with the .wme foots, are made, see Figure 9.12. The reflection
attenuation of the largest absorber is also shown in Figure 9.6. The smallest
absorber of Figure 9.12 has no top at all, but is flat. From the results in
Figure 9.12 the following can be concluded:

• The resonant-like peaks become more evident as the absorber becomes

larger.

For larger absorbers the planes of the absorber are more parallel to
the plates of the waveguide, hence the resonance can become stronger.

• The resonance frequency shifts towards higher frequencies as the ab

sorber becomes smaller.

The standing wave at resonance becomes shorter as the absorber be
comes shorter, hence the resonance frequency shifts towards higher
frequencies.
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Figure 9.7: E- and H-polarisation of a wedge
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9.3.3 Pyramid

The pyramid has been assumed to consist of the same frequency indepen
dent material as the wedge: JL = JLo, Er = 5 and (J' = 0.05 S/m. The
absorption in the pyramid is a combination of the absorption mechanisms
for the E- and H-polarised fields in the wedge, because two planes of the
four top planes of the pyramid are parallel to the electric field, the other
two planes are parallel to the magnetic field.

The quarter wave resonance can clearly be seen in Figure 9.6, the half
wave resonance is less evident. The pyramid absorbs always less than the
best polarisation of a wedge with the same length, because it contains less
absorbing material as the wedge and because the E- and H-polarisation
effects can not appear as ideally as in the wedge.

Since both the E- and H-polarisation appear in the pyramid, it can
be used to illustrate the difference between the computations based on
the electric field and on the magnetic field. By the electric (magnetic)
field computation, first a solution for the electric (magnetic) field in the
elementary cell is computed, next the magnetic (electric) field is computed
using the appropriate Maxwell equation.

A cross-section of the elementary cell was taken in a plane of symmetry.
Then the numerical computed Poynting vector in this plane cannot have
a component normal to this plane. Consequently a side-view of a plot
of the real part of the Poynting vector must look like a line segment. If
components of the Poynting vector normal to the cross-section appear ,
numerical errors are present.

For the pyramid two different cross-sections can be made through the
middle: a cross-section parallel to the electric field, the E-cross-section, and
a cross-section parallel to the magnetic field, the H-cross-section, see Figure
9.13.

For the pyramid three ways of calculating the Poynting vector are pos
sible:

1. Calculation of the Poynting vector based on the electric field compu
tation

The side-view of the E-cross-section is correct, see Figure 9.14, but
the side-view of the H-cross-section is not correct, see Figure 9.15.

2. Calculation of the Poynting vector based on the magnetic field com-
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putaiion

The side-view of the E-cross-section is not correct, see Figure 9.16,
but the side-view of the H-cross-section is correct, see Figure 9.17.

3. Calculation of the Poynting vector based on the electric and magnetic
field computation (i.e. solving the problem twice)

The side-views of the E- and H-cross-sections are correct, see Figure
9.18 and Figure 9.19.

It is therefore concluded that for a correct calculation of the Poynting
vector both fields must be computed separately and then combined to form
the Poynting vector.

The incorrect Poynting vector of the pyramid based on only one of
the two field computations may be explained by faults appearing in the
field derived from the computed field. The fundamental field equations
are approximated with piecewise linear functions, hence some errors are
introduced. The derived field is calculated with aid of the appropriate
Maxwell equation. The curl, in the Maxwell equation, operating on the
piecewice linear functions results in piecewise constant functions. Hence the
derived field is an very rough approximation of the exact (smooth) solution.
It is possible, that this second approximation introduces too much errors
in the computed field to be able to form a correct Poynting vector based
on this field. Therefore the Poynting vector can best be based on two field
computations. This is done for all correct plots of the Poynting vector in
this report.

Finally the E- and H-cross-section of the pyramid are shown in Figure
9.20 and 9.21 respectively. Figure 9.20 looks a bit like Figure 9.9 and
Figure 9.21 looks a bit like Figure 9.11. Therefore it might be concluded
from these plots, that in an E-cross-section (H-cross-section) the mechanism
of the absorption for the pyramid is similar to that for the wedge by E
polarisation (H-polarisation).
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Figure 9.14: Side-view of plane with real part of Poynting vector based
on the computation of the electric field of a pyramid at 100 MHz for the
E-cross-section
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Figure 9.15: Side-view of plane with real part of Poynting vector based
on the computation of the electric field of a pyramid at 100 MHz for the
H-cross-section
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Figure 9.16: Side-view of plane with real part of Poynting vector based on
the computation of the magnetic field of a pyramid at 100 MHz for the
E-cross-section
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Figure 9.17: Side-view of plane with real part of Poynting vector based on
the computation of the magnetic field of a pyramid at 100 MHz for the
H-cross-section
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Figure 9.18: Side-view of plane with real part of Poynting vector based on
the computation of the electric and magnetic field of a pyramid at 100 MHz
for the E-cross-section
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Figure 9.19: Side-view of plane with real part of Poynting vector based on
the computation of the electric and magnetic field of a pyramid at 100 MHz
for the H-cross-section
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and observations

• An analysis method has been developed for biaxial absorber structu
res. Numerical results can be obtained with finite element packages.

• The computations in this report have been carried out for electromag
netic fields in the far-field zone at normal incidence and for frequencies
up to 200 MHz.

• Oblique incidence can be analysed numerically, if the finite element
package used can handle the partial differential equation associated
with oblique incidence.

• An interesting analysis can be made of combinations of absorbers
using the method of this report, for example a pyramid followed by a
tile.

• The results for the different absorbers, i.e. tile, wedge and pyramid,
are valuable. They give insight into the way the absorption takes
place.

• A symmetry plane can be defined through the middle of the wedge,
two symmetry planes can be defined through the middle of the pyra
mid. This means that the analysis could be restricted further to only
a half (for the wedge) or a quarter (for a pyramid) of the absorber.
The modelling of a part of an absorber in a finite element package
uses less tetrahedra. Therefore the computations can become faster
and less memory consuming, than computations for whole absorbers.
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These symmetry properties of the absorbers are not used in this re
port.
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